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Chapter 18
Okinawa Falls

THE INTENSITY with which both sides fought for Okinawa was seen on 15 May 1945 when 420,000
naval 5-inch and larger shells pounded Japanese positions in that one day. In all, 131,000
defenders died and only 7,400 surrendered. America paid dearly for victory, losing 7,213 soldiers
dead and 31,080 wounded. Offshore she lost 4,907 killed and missing navy-men, with 4,824
wounded from the 38 ships sunk and 368 damaged; 763 carrier and land-based planes added to
her casualty list.

HMS Howe bombarding Japanese territory
There was no official surrender, because General Ushijima and his assistant General Isamu Cho
committed themselves to seppuka on Sunday 21 June. Ceremonial knives moved across their
abdomens and the invasion of Okinawa ended.

Japan virtually had no navy now; 9 million tons of merchant ships went down, and her home islands
were cut off from oil and essentials. Industrial and armament factories would be increasingly
pounded.

The fleets off Okinawa retired to Leyte; and on Wednesday I July they sailed north again for a direct
enemy homelands assault. Halsey, renowned for his intensity of drive, had taken over from
Spruancc, and commanded the US TF 38 comprising 8 modern battleships, 18 heavily armed
cruisers, 16 big carriers, 62 destroyers, submarine flotillas, and a massive fleet train. He also
commanded the British TF 37 which in our communication offices shows as:
Battleships
King George V, Howe, Duke of York.
Carriers
Formidable, Victorious, Indefatigable, Implacable, Illustrious.
Cruisers, 4th CS
Newfoundland (flag), Gambia, Achilles, Black Prince, Euryalus andUganda.
Destroyers
Quickmatch, Barfleur, Grenville, Quality, Quiberon, Quadrant,, Teazer, Tenacious, Tertnagant,
Terpsichore, Troubridge, Urchin, Undine, Undaunted, Urania, Wager, Wakeful.
Fleet train
Similar to US train but smaller in number.
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Arriving 170 miles southeast of Tokyo on 9 July, Halsey turned all carriers into the wind and added
to the destruction already in progress by land-based bombers. One thousand planes dropped
bombs or discharged rockets about Tokyo's environs before dark. Next day 2,000 bombers
including B-29s from Okinawa, Iwo Jima and the Marianas, enlarged fires still burning. Strikes lifted
off our seadromes from dawn and we listened to UHF commentaries. Two British Seafires went
down to trigger -happy Yankee Hellcats in fog on 17 July, while 3 Corsairs missed their carriers and
dunked; but destroyers rescued most crews. Two planes damaged by flak, ditched near Iniplacable,
their crew scrambling onto instantinflation rafts to be picked up. That night, KG- V, Black Prince,
Newfoundland and five destroyers, joined American battle ships and cruisers to bombard coastal
targets northeast of Tokyo with 1,500 shells.

A brief spell while refuelling, and we again flew off bombers at 0400 24 July, hammering Kobe and
Kure. Ten of our planes went down over the target area, and Halsey's carriers lost fourteen. By
nightfall we 'd flown 469 sorties, and next dawn pilots slowly revved bombers waiting clearance for
Nagoya. Alerts sounded when radar operators interpreted screen-blips; mostly snoopers locating
our fleets, but excited oriental chatter usually ended mid-sentence.

We trailed Fortnidable to give her A/A cover against Kamikazes. In faltering daylight eight Kate
torpedobombers attacked through our barrage. We stopped firing and watched Seafires scrambling.
One hundred mph faster than the enemy, they weaved and looped to send three Kates down in
flames. A Jap pilot parachuted into the sea, caught on 8mm movie film to make the moment live for
ever. Not so the pilot.

, Flash White' sounded a conclusion to the action, and both Task Forces retired at 24 knots into the
night. On the 28th we shepherded our carriers until nightfall without visitors; 'Flash Blue' had all
guns elevating and training in the direction indicated, but nothing approached and we relaxed with
the American all-clear. just before dark a Seafire came in with only one wheel down and he was
waved away to ditch, while an Avenger overshot Formidable to throw up sheets of Pacific. Both
planes sank as their crews climbed onto rescuing destroyers.

Next morning KG-V again left with her destroyer screen to join three US battleships and blast hell
out of Hamamatsu, southwest of Tokyo. We still cut Fortiiidable's wake, watching planes rise from
her heaving steel runway already crowded with bombers being prepared for take-off. Her fighters
bagged another bandit near the fleet, and at 2230 on 30 July after a day of alarms and UHF dog-
fight commentaries, our Task Force retired for ammunition and fuel.

HMNZS Arbutus in Noumea as the escort ship for our Fairmile squadron.
In the marshalling area we signalled a new 925 ton corvette, HMNZS Arbutus, which came
alongside in heavy weather to deliver New Zealand mail while both crews called out to familiar
faces. Commanded by Lt Nigei Blair RNZVR of Wellington, she'd fitted out in Sydney as a fleet
radar-repair vessel, embarked latest equipment and repair specialists, and joined our train to
service Yanks or British alike.

In one three-day period she went alongside 40 ships to service faulty gear.
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President Franklin Delano Roosevelt died on 12 April 1945, and Harry Truman succeeded him;
lacking his predecessor's self-assurance, public esteem, and Allied leader's friendly relations.
Truman conferred with his military chiefs in secret; telling them that 'Fat Man" and 'Little Boy' were
ready if required. America's plutonium bomb Fat Man had astounded those who saw its Mexico
Desert field test. The atom bomb Little Boy was A-Okay. Flight Group 509's Superfortresses were
on Tinian Island's North Field runway in Marianas, after exercising in the States since 1944, and
recently over probable targets on Japan. All possible warnings had been made to Japan's leaders
through diplomatic channels, hinting at a complete and dire destruction if she continued her
useless and life-wasting struggle. Nuclear warfare was not specifically mentioned, but there could
be little doubt that Emperor Hirohito and his Government were aware of its Possibility. Their
unbending doctrine of 'no surrender' left an option of committing military-might to invasion in the
face of Japan I 's 'death before defeat' policy; or using nuclear bombs.

Further attempts to secure a Japanese surrender failed; Admiral Halsey received orders to take
TF37 and TF38 away from the coast; and Group 509 was alerted on 4 August.

Monday the 6th's brilliant sunshine covered an area from southern Japan to Mariana Islands where
three special B-29s vibrated against chocks stopping their wheels from rolling. Thumbs-up signified
readiness, and in succession the three heavily laden bombers gained momentum, rumbled along
North Field runway and lifted with only yards to spare. Inside Enola's bombbay rested an 11,000
pound black and orange monster called Little Boy. Colonel Paul Tibbets commanded the group,
while Captain Parsons inserted cordite triggercharges near U-235 containers spaced at each end of
the huge capsule. When activated the cordite would hurl one container at the other and a new sun
would be born 1,900 feet above the ground.

Little Boy type atomic bomb. No button ever pressed has ever [or will ever] had such an effect on
civilisation as the bomb release on the Enola Gay.

At 0730 excited remarks passed among planes' crews; Japan was in sight; no clouds; visibility
perfect! Paul Tibbets turned to his pilot Major Sweeney and shouted above the din: 'It's Hiroshima
Chuck!' Chuck grinned in answer.

At 0817 the bomb released; Enola Gay banked 60 degrees, and men of the three-plane flight busied
themselves recording and photographing.
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The cockpit of the Enola Gay... contemplate how you would
have felt in this confined space with the decision the pilot
had to make.
Hiroshima in 1945 had a busy quarter-million, industrial
populace engaged mainly in manufacturing war equipment.
It covered several square miles of delta; hence its name Hiro
(broad) Shima (island); and so far it had been spared the
bombing showered by Superforts on other industrial cities.

But now a blinding flash of blue-edged orange brilliance
engulfed the northern sky, smiting skyward gazing spectators
as a terrifying roar accompanied the mushrooming fire-ball.

Aboard the US cruiser Augusta returning to America from
Potsdam with the President, Harry Truman adjusted his
rimless spectacles and scanned a dispatch which read: 'Little
Boy dropped Hiroshima 0817/6 EST stop Complete success
apparent'.

Enola Gay landing after the dropping of the first Atomic
bomb. Enola Gay still exists in mint condition

If success were to be measured in complete destruction, then Little Boy had come of age. His
13,500 ton yield of energy placed him only in the kilo-ton category, but he'd just erased a big city
instantaneously and killed tens of thousands of people outright. Thousands more walked in
stupefication, awaiting oblivion. Thousands again, showed no sign of injury; had been sheltered
from direct exposure; but were unknowingly irradiated and in days to come would feel nauseated,
fall ill, and die. The total death roll would await posterity; deformity of mind and body; malfunction of
reproductive glands; sterility to be discovered in future generations.

And even then Japan refused to surrender; pinned her hopes on an honourable settlement through
diplomatic channels in Russia with whom she was not yet at war.
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Fat Man got his flying orders; target northern Kyushu's industrial town, Kokura; but weather
conditions deteriorated over that city as the three-plane mission droned about the stratosphere,
seeking a break in ten-tenths cloud below. With expendable fuel almost gone, Chuck Sweeney
conferred among his officers, gave Kokura away and considered other targets. 'Tokyo?' - 'Could do
but dicey; officially offbounds too.' 'Niigata perhaps, but too far back to Tinian.' So they
contemporated, with thoughts of dumping their cargo untriggered into deep water. This met
unanimous disapproval, and Nagasaki drew the short straw. They found their new target as a lighter
centre of a darker radar screen.

Bock's Car rocked momentarily, gained altitude perceptibly when Fat Man released to overend lazily
before gaining straight line velocity. Bomb mechanism performed as designed; auto switches
activating to prevent early detonation; barometric relays closing with lower altitude; in-built radar
registering exact height until at 1,540 feet when firing switches triggered. High voltage condensers
discharged, causing an explosion which rammed both plutonium containers together. On impact,
beryllium and plutonium elements reacted and irradiated the plutonium metal with streams of
neutrons. Man's second angry sunspot glowed brightly over Urakami Valley, northeast of its
intended destination withering away more thousands of people, some innocent, some not so. Bock's
Car without sufficient fuel to make the Marianas, turned south for Okinawa where it made a hair-
raising landing.

Sensing a Japanese collapse inflicted only by Western Powers, Russia invaded Manchuria, and
Togo's hopes of Russian intervention on Japan's behalf vanished.

Emperor Hirohito called a top level meeting of his advisers in a now historic air-raid shelter. He sat
in silence during the polite wrangling among his diplomats and militariasts. Then he arose and
spoke quietly about the course of the war from its inception; methodically apportioning the blame;
decisively impressing the futility of continuted conflict, and concluding emphatically that the time
had come for acceptance of Allied surrender terms, with a sole condition that the Imperial throne
should be preserved.

Without inviting a reply, he turned and left a room of stunned silence, a room from which
dumbfounded heads of government departments and service chiefs slowly shuffled out into unseen
sunlight under sentence of death; a sentence not to be enacted until they implemented their
surrender.


